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SYNOPSIS

Machisu, the only son of a rich collector, has a child’s love for painting. Praise 
from a famous artist friend of his father inspires the young boy to dream of 
becoming a painter himself. Precocious Machisu begins to paint everyday and 
everywhere, even during class, to the dismay of his teacher. When tragedy 
strikes, little Machisu’s privileged life ends, leaving him orphaned, but with an 
incomparable passion for art ...

As a young man, poor loner Machisu manages to attend art school with money 
earned from working. He is introduced to an unconventional world of bold 
creativity but he also gets his first bitter taste of harsh criticism from a dealer. 
Encouragement comes in the form of attractive clerk Sachiko who is convinced 
that she alone understands him. Marriage is soon followed by a daughter, as 
love and hope drive Machisu to commit even more deeply to his art ...

Upon reaching middle age, Machisu has yet to sell a painting. But he remains 
dedicated, supported by his devoted wife Sachiko, who has become his 
indispensable creative partner. With each new work, Machisu tries to push himself 
to greater limits of inspiration. Hungry for recognition, their creative attempts 
escalate beyond what neighbors and even their own teenaged daughter Mari 
can tolerate. Will Achilles ever overtake the Tortoise?



ACHILLES AND THE TORTOISE
“Achilles and the Tortoise” is one of the famous sets of problems known as Zeno’s 
paradoxes. Its dictum, “Achilles can never catch up with the tortoise” seems like a far-
fetched argument from a practical everyday point of view. But as your understanding of 
mathematics deepens, you begin to think it may be true. It refers to common phenomena 
in the art world. You see things that seem to be just pieces of trash, but when somebody 
starts to theorize and conceptualize that piece of trash, you begin to think it may be a fine 
work of art. ACHILLES AND THE TORTOISE is the portrait of a painter and the life of 
an artist is generally filled with paradoxes. So I picked the most famous fable in Zeno’s 
paradoxes as the title because it fits very well with the film and because I thought the 
words have an interesting sound for a title. 

THIRD PART OF A TRILOGY
With TAKESHIS’ I depicted a conflict between Beat Takeshi and Takeshi Kitano, my 
persona as a film star and myself as a private person, with sort of a general overview of 
my past love life in the backdrop. It portrays a dilemma of a protagonist who loses grip 
on who he really is as he plays many different roles. It deals with psychological dilemma 
and it turned out as a weird kind of film. With GLORY TO THE FILMMAKER, I depicted a 
filmmaker who asks himself what kind of film he wants to make. He concludes that he must 
make a hit, but he is frustrated by the situation. I expected it to turn out as a Felliniesque 
movie but it became something totally different. Anyhow, it deals with the creativity vs. 
commercialism dilemma of a filmmaker. ACHILLES AND THE TORTOISE presents my 
conclusions to my exploration. The sheer fact of being involved in the creation of art solves 
its own problem and the question of whether it will be a hit becomes irrelevant. Asking for 
success on top of that is really asking too much. Whether you are a hit or miss is just like 
buying a lottery ticket. If you get involved deep enough in the act of creating, this becomes 
art in itself and should suffice. That’s the conclusion that the protagonist, a painter, comes 
to at the end. My conclusion about entertainment is that it is important to just keep on 
working and performing no matter what. 

MUCH EASIER TO ABUSE
I painted quite a few paintings over the years but I mostly gave them away to my friends 
and acquaintances. I always felt something could be done with them, but I didn’t feel like 
taking photos of those paintings to make a photo book or doing an exhibition at a gallery. I 
felt my paintings were not suitable for that. How should I best make use of them? I would 
make a film about a painter! This is partly how this project was born. Since I would use 
my own paintings in the film, I came up with a story about a painter who had no success. 
I could use my own paintings in a film like that since I don’t think that they’re very good! I 
have often been my toughest critic for my paintings. Interestingly enough, while writing the 
script, I made use of all my self-criticism. It was easy to write dialogue for the critical art 
dealer, because I know exactly what’s wrong with my paintings. I had such a good laugh 
coming up with all the bad things he says about the paintings. It’s funny how I could be 
so objective and critical about my own work. I would have nothing to say if I thought my 
paintings were good. It’s much easier to abuse them than to praise. 
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THE CRUEL STORY OF ART
One of the questions addressed in this film is “What is this thing called art?” When you’re 
an artist, you could get verbally abused by art dealers or you might have to struggle with your 
own jealousy (toward your fellow artists). The ones who purely find joy in creating art might 
not always get to be famous. Or an artist might unexpectedly become famous with paintings 
done merely to please an art dealer. There can be so many paradoxes in the life of an artist. 
This film is basically what I call ‘the cruel story of art’.

MAKING A HIT ISN’T EVERYTHING
We live in an age where it is considered better to have a dream of becoming a painter than 
to be content with being just an average office worker. We are coerced to believe that 
our dreams “must” come true. Many children are encouraged to do whatever it takes to 
be “special” and they wind up being frustrated. To be honest, I am irritated by this current 
climate where it’s stressed that we should find something that we really want or like doing 
in life. My parents strictly told me to go to a university of science and technology, because 
that was a more reliable way to eventually get employed and earn money. I wanted to rebel 
against my strict upbringing and that came out in one form as my adoration for art. I was 
hugely influenced by that. Today, my fellow baby-boomers are advocating the greatness 
of art and all that. But for me, it’s the opposite. I think that the idea of art is overrated. I 
tend to go against the majority. When it comes to filmmaking, however, I maintained an 
attitude that making a hit is not everything. Looking back at my youth, it was important to 
find a different kind of job from other people and whether one became popular or not was 
secondary. In those days, some people aspired to be artists mainly to rebel against falling 
into a stereotypical lifestyle. Being free from all that, not being confined to the standard 
framework of the industrialized society of post-war Japan was an achievement in itself. And 
this film reflects that kind of attitude. It never advocates one should aim for a hit. 
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BOYHOOD, YOUNG ADULTHOOT, MIDDLE AGE
I wanted to differentiate the visual tones of the film’s three parts -- boyhood, young adulthood 
and middle age. But I also wanted all the paintings in the whole film to be vivid. So I chose 
to keep the whole boyhood part in sepia-like tones except for the paintings. Not an obvious 
“sepia” but a toning down of colors was what I wanted. I spoke a lot with lab people to 
get my points across throughout this difficult process. Then for the young adulthood part, I 
chose to keep it in a bluish tone and then have the middle age part to be colorful. We tested 
different variations of colors and concluded that it worked better if the differences were 
subtle because the one with obvious sepia and blue looked like an old Nikkatsu Roman 
porn! A kind of subtle difference that you only noticed if indicated was what we aimed. 

TIMELESSNESS
ACHILLES AND THE TORTOISE might look fable-like because I wanted the film to have 
a look of timelessness. Vagueness was a conscious effort on my part. If I had reproduced 
the film’s eras strictly and accurately, the film would have been much longer. Following 
historical accuracy would have been too boring because there would have been so many 
unnecessary details to work out. It would have been a two-part double feature length epic! 
But Machisu’s boyhood is vaguely set some time after the war. Even depicting the 60’s 
and 70’s of Machisu’s young adulthood could also have been a drag if I had chosen to 
reproduce cars, fashion and all those details accurately. I wanted to make this film in such 
a way that historical accuracy would be irrelevant, not because of budgetary constraints 
or pre-production complications. I just wanted to ignore such trivial details to a certain 
degree. 

SACHIKO
In the film, before she becomes Machisu’s wife, Sachiko is presented as a kind of girl who is 
neither extremely intelligent nor from a prominent family. However, once she meets an artist, 
she starts having ideas like, “I want to do it too.” It’s another example of the addictive quality 
that art possesses. It is enticing. So Sachiko just gets crazier as she helps Machisu. He tries 
all kinds of things but none succeeds. He gets crazier and crazier as he delves into modern 
art. He doesn’t have the originality to come up with any new ideas. All he does is imitate other 
artists and does things that other people consider just stupid. However, as Sachiko helps 
Machisu working on those arts, she begins to see for herself the fun of it ... When I was in 
Asakusa, I knew a lot of cases where manzai (Japanese stand up comic) comedians, after 
losing their partners because they had passed away early or quit show business, brought 
in their wives as their new partners. They formed married couple manzai duos. At first those 
wives were not too sure if it was really what they want to do, “do I really have to do it?” But 
before long they gradually got the hang of it, playing a straight half of the duo (against their 
stooge-playing husbands), and some of them even got to be funnier comedians than their 
husbands. Machisu and Sachiko are kind of like that.







TAKESHI KITANO FILMOGRAPHY

FILMMAKER 

2008  ACHILLES AND THE TORTOISE   director, writer, editor
2007  GLORY TO THE FILMMAKER!   director, writer, editor
2005  TAKESHIS’   director, writer, editor
2003  ZATOICHI   director, writer, editor
2002  DOLLS   director, writer, editor
2000  BROTHER   director, writer, editor
1999  KIKUJIRO   director, writer, editor
1997  HANA-BI (FIREWORKS)   director, writer, editor
1996  KIDS RETURN   director, writer, editor
1995  GETTING ANY?   director, writer, editor
1993  SONATINE   director, writer, editor
1991  A SCENE AT THE SEA   director, writer, editor
1990  BOILING POINT   director, writer, editor
1989  VIOLENT COP   director

ACTOR

2008  ACHILLES AND THE TORTOISE
2007  GLORY TO THE FILMMAKER!
2005  TAKESHIS’
2004  BLOOD AND BONES (CHI TO HONE) (dir. Yoichi Sai)
2003  ZATOICHI
2003  BATTLE ROYALE II (dir. Kenta & Kinji Fukasaku)
2001  BATTLE ROYALE (dir. Kinji Fukasaku)
2000  BROTHER
1999  TABOO (GOHATTO) (dir. Nagisa Oshima)
1999  KIKUJIRO
1998  TOKYO EYES (dir. Jean-Pierre Limosin)
1997  HANA-BI (FIREWORKS)
1995  FIVE OF THEM (GONIN) (dir. Takashi Ishii)
1995  GETTING ANY?
1994  JOHNNY MNEMONIC (dir. Robert Longo)
1993  SONATINE
1993  MANY HAPPY RETURNS (KYOUSO TANJOU) (dir. Toshihiro Tenma)
1990  BOILING POINT
1989  VIOLENT COP
1983  MERRY CHRISTMAS, MR. LAWRENCE (dir. Nagisa Oshima)





CREW

Written, Edited, Directed and Paintings by TAKESHI KITANO
Music by        YUKI KAJIURA
Cinematography by      KATSUMI YANAGIJIMA 
Lighting Design by      HITOSHI TAKAYA
Production Design by     NORIHIRO ISODA
Sound Design by      SENJI HORIUCHI
First Assistant Director     TAKASHI MATSUKAWA
Editing by       YOSHINORI OTA
Script Supervision by     KEIKO TANI
Sound Effects by       KENJI SHIBASAKI
Casting by       TAKEFUMI YOSHIKAWA
Production Manager      YAMATO SAITO
Line Producer      SHINJI KOMIYA
Associate Producers     SATOSHI KUBO
       MICHIHIKO UMEZAWA 
       KAZUHIRO OHTA
       TETSUYA NASUNO
Produced by      MASAYUKI MORI
       TAKIO YOSHIDA



CAST
BEAT TAKESHI  Machisu (adult)
KANAKO HIGUCHI Sachiko (Machisu’s wife/adult)
YUREI YANAGI  Machisu (young man)
KUMIKO ASO  Sachiko (young woman)
AKIRA NAKAO  Mr. Kuramochi (Machisu’s father)
MASATOH IBU  Mr. Kikuta (art dealer)
REO YOSHIOKA  Machisu (child)
MARIKO TSUTSUI Mrs. Kuramochi (Machisu’s stepmother)
REN OHSUGI  Tomisuke Kuramochi (Machisu’s uncle)
AYA ENJOUJI  Tomisuke’s wife
ERI TOKUNAGA  Mari Kuramochi (Machisu’s daughter)
NAO OMORI  Kikuta’s son (art dealer)
 




